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Censorship, Reading, and

Interpretation: A Case Study
from the Soviet Union

HIS ARTICLE is a case study in two ways. I focus ex-

PETER SCOTTO is associate

professor of Russian at Mount

Holyoke College.

clusively on a single text, placing it in a context that al-

lows the discovery of otherwise hidden meanings. But in conducting
this pursuit as a scholar, I unexpectedly confront my moral respon-

sibility as a reader. My study itself becomes a case to be studied.
The subject of this investigation is a scholarly article, a substantial
piece by Leonid Grossman called "Lermontov and the Cultures of
the East" ("JIepMOHTOB H KyJIbTypbI BocTOKa").1 Taken wholly as
its announced purposes suggest, "Lermontov and the Cultures of the
East" would be of little interest to anyone outside a limited number
of specialists. What may intrigue a wider audience is the interpretive
apparatus that must be brought to bear on the text in order to read
into and against silences I assume to have been imposed on it by the
conditions of censorship in the Soviet Union under Stalin. My essay,
then, is about the ways in which a reader gives voice to those silences,

fills those blank spaces, and, less obviously, about the moral and
ethical commitment readers undertake when they presume to read
into such blanks and against such silences. Thus I underline the
process of my reading and present my steps to understanding as no
less important than the understanding achieved.
The hero of my story, Leonid Petrovich Grossman, is perhaps best

known as a Dostoevsky specialist. Broadly educated, enormously
erudite, insightful, and prodigiously productive, he was an outstand-

ing scholar. Indeed, if his reputation in Dostoevsky studies had not
been overshadowed by Bakhtin's, he would probably be regarded by
most Slavists as the Soviet Union's most important commentator in

the field.

The only other thing that needs to be said about Grossman at this

point is that he was a Jew, a Russian Jew, a Russian of Jewish
extraction, a Soviet citizen of Jewish nationality. The terminological
uncertainty reflects another thread of this investigation: the problem
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translations of Eastern literature, the popularization of orientalist views in Russia, Lermontov's acquaintance with Russian and European
"Lermontov and the Cultures of the East"
orientalism, the reflection of the movement in
his work, and so on. Near the beginning of the
appeared in volume 43-44 of the weighty series

of Jewish self-consciousness among assimilated
Soviet Jewry just before the German invasion.

article Grossman discusses the assimilation of
Literary Heritage (JIITepaTypHoe HacJieaCTBO),

Old Testament Hebrew poetry by Russian writpublished by the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

ers (680), but this topic is not inappropriate.
Prepared as a scholarly tribute for the hundredth
Hebrew and the ancient Jewish culture of the
anniversary of Lermontov's death, the publication is dated 1941 on the title page. The volume
Middle East were well-established objects of
must have undergone its final revisions sometime
attention for nineteenth-century orientalists, and
after 22 June 1941, since the German invasion
is
Romantic
verses based on Old Testament poetry
mentioned both at the end of a preface by
thepart of Europe's fascination with the East
were
editorial board (x) and at the end of a brief
during the late eighteenth and early nineintroduction (xiv-xvi). The standard publication
teenth centuries. Russia was no exception in
information given at the bottom of the table
thisof
regard.
contents, however, indicates that the volume
What stands out is a relatively lengthy section
was "registered for printing" ("noanmcaHo Kentitled
ne- "The Spaniards and the Velizh Affair"
aaTH") on 24 May 1941, almost a month before
("HcnamaHrbi BeJIuicKoe aeJIo"; 715-35). The
the invasion. In Soviet parlance, a volume Spaniards
"regis a play by Lermontov about the
istered for printing" had been granted itsInquisition,
final
and while the persecution of Jews is
the fulcrum of the action, there at first seems
approval and was ready to go to press. Usually,
no changes were permitted once a volumelittle
wasreason for a discussion of the work in this
article, on Lermontov and "the cultures of the
registered.
After the volume of Literary Heritage was
East." The Spanish Inquisition and its attendant
registered but before it was printed, the Nazis
barbarities belong, after all, to the history of the
invaded, and it must have been revised so that
West, not to that of the ancient or the modern
some reference could be made to the ferocious

East.

Grossman's thesis is that Lermontov's real
struggle in which the Soviet Union now found
itself. Not to do so would have been unthinkable.
concern in the play was the "Velizh affair"-a
Indeed, the references to the war have all the ritual-murder trial that caught in its snares the
earmarks of interpolations, appended to the Jews of Velizh, a small provincial town in westoriginal endings of the preface and introduction.2 ern Russia.4 The affair began in 1823 when, a
During uneventful times, the brief interval few days after Easter, the body of a small
between a work's registration and publication Russian boy, covered with what appeared to be
might have been insignificant. In late spring of puncture wounds, was discovered in a swamp
1941, however, there was an enormous shift in outside the town. Several Russian women of
Soviet policy and public discourse, a change in doubtful reputation subsequently accused
which the Soviet Union was an ally (albeit an prominent members of the Jewish community of

uneasy one) of Hitler's Germany on one day and
a mortal enemy the next.

murdering the child to obtain his blood for ritual

purposes. A district court readily dismissed the
charges against the Jews in 1824. The court, to
"Lermontov and the Cultures of the East"
its credit, was apparently ruling in compliance
with
thoroughly discusses Russian orientalism in
the a directive, issued in 1817 in the name of
1820s and 1830s.3 Well written and well reAlexander I, stipulating that "henceforward Jews
searched, the piece covers, for the most part,shall not be charged with murdering Christian
what one would expect: the connection of Ruschildren without any evidence and purely as a
sian orientalism to other, similar European
result of the superstitious belief that they are in
schools, orientalist education in Russia, Russian
need of Christian blood" (Dubnow 75).
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The ruling did not end the case. The investigation was reopened, and it fell into the hands
of the anti-Semitic governor of the district and

his sadistic assistant. With a truly Gogolian
mania, they kept the matter alive until 1834,
when an inquiry by Count Nikolai Semenovich

the end of this part of his discussion, Grossman
concedes that his evidence is circumstantial, and

he has no precise information on the depth of
Lermontov's knowledge of the Velizh affair
(726). He concludes, however, that

Mordvinov, president of the Department of Civil
and Ecclesiastical Affairs of the Council of State,

[w]hat is important here is not individual correspon-

showed the case against the Jews to be without

court case and Lermontov's dramatic poem but the
pervasive atmosphere of torment and grief, of organized injustice and the doom of an entire nation,
that played itself out in the Russian reality of that
time and could have conveyed a sense of profound
hopelessness to Lermontov's first tragedy.

merit. Following Mordvinov's finding, the

Council of State exonerated the Jews of Velizh

of wrongdoing, ordered that any still held in
prison be immediately freed, and sentenced their

original accusers to exile in Siberia. Emperor

Nicholas I ratified the council's decision on 18

January 1835 (Dubnow 82).

dences or particular coincidences between an old

[3],Aecb Ba)KHbI He OTaeJibHbie COOTBeTCTBHis HiJ
qacTHbIe coBnaAeHHA CTapHHHorO CJneaCTBHI c

The Jews of Velizh suffered greatly during the apaMaTH,ecKiH no3Moi, a Ta o6masa aTMoc(epa
twelve years of the affair. Many were imprisoned MyK H CKOp6I, OpraHHI30BaHHOHI HenpaBJbI H
for years, several died in confinement, some were BceHapoaHOH o6peseHHocTH, KOTOpaq papKpbiiacb

questioned under torture, and the town's syna- B pyccKOHi eficTBHTeJIbHOCTH TOH nopbI H MorJia
gogues were closed. The poisonous atmosphere coo6IUHTb TOH rJIy6oKOiA 6e3HaAeI HOCTH nepBOH

surrounding the investigation inevitably affected TparenmHI JIepMoHToBa. (726)
the entire community. One grim footnote: when
Despite these hedges and caveats, Grossma
the decision of the Council of State was brought
to the emperor for his signature, he appended a goes into extraordinary detail in his description
handwritten note indicating that while he agreedof the case, recounting the abuses of the invest
with the verdict for legal reasons, he did not havegators, the manifold sufferings of the Jews, an
"the inner conviction that the murder has not

the poisonous atmosphere of the town to th

been committed by Jews. Numerous examples ofpoint where he seems almost to lose sight of hi

announced topic, Lermontov's play. Why di
similar murders ... go to show that among the

Jews there probably exist fanatics or sectarians Grossman stray so far from what was suppos
who consider Christian blood necessary for theirto be the point?

rites" (Dubnow 83).

When I began to read Grossman's article,

The problem with Grossman's hypothesis cen-thought of it simply as one source of data for m
research. The volume was simply a container fo
ters on Lermontov's probable knowledge of
the information I was after, while the time and
these events. Lermontov began writing The

circumstances of the article's production were o
Spaniards in 1830 and completed it in 1831little interest. "Grossman" was a name, a marke
four years before the Velizh case was settled. For
in the card catalog, a heading in bibliograph
the sixteen-year-old writer to have based his play
on the affair, modeling some characters on his- around which had accumulated the titles of a
torical figures (as Grossman contends), he wouldnumber of books and articles. If I noticed idiohave had to have some detailed knowledge of thesyncracies of time, place, or personality in my
source, I viewed it as my job to filter them out
incidents at a time when they seem unlikely to

to get at the disembodied information I needed
have been a major topic of news in Moscow or
for my work.
Saint Petersburg. Grossman speculates that the
youthful Lermontov must have learned about When I began to suspect that there was more
the trial through a web of family and socialto this section of the article than a discussion
of The Spaniards, that the detailed account of
connections leading to some of the government
officials deeply involved in the case (721-26). At the Velizh affair was not an aberration but might
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be of essential significance, a new range of

that after obtaining his legal degree in 1911 he
lived in Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Paris, and
Munich-all this clearly indicates that he bewho the author was and when as well as under
longed to Odessa's European-oriented elite. His
what historical circumstances the part was writ- life's work was devoted to Russian literature,
ten and published-all to understand what particularly Russian literature and its European
Grossman had intended in his discussion of the
contexts.5 In all respects, then, he appears to
play, a purpose that he could not let out into have been the model of an assimilated Russian
Jew who owed his primary allegiance to Russian
the open.

possibilities for reading the section arose. It
became vitally important to understand exactly

I realized I had to jettison not only the prem-

ises that accompanied my initial, positivistic

culture-or was he?

There are no broad-based, systematic studies
of Jewish self-consciousness among Russia's as-

reading of the article but also the tenets of what
I understood as postmodernist or deconstructive

similating and assimilated Jews during the first

reading. The author's intent, his identity as a
coherent biographical, moral, and psychological

time when Leonid Grossman came to intellectual

personality, the paradox of definite meaning in

language that I suspected was aimed obliquely

toward meaning-these became fundamental

several decades of this century-that is, at the
maturity.6 Nevertheless, there is ample evidence
that many of the Jews who became a vital part
of Russia's cultural scene during these years had

for me. I felt, quite simply, responsibility toward

their Jewishness much on their minds. The ex-

Grossman: not to read his words in this way
would have been to deprive him of his voice, a
voice directed, however covertly, against the
silences dictated by an all-pervasive censorship.

plosive growth of an independent Russian-language Jewish press after the abolition of the
tsarist censorship in March 1917 indirectly attests to this self-awareness (Altschuler x), while

the testimony of Isaac Babel, Leonid Pasternak,
Leonid Grossman was born into the family of
a Jewish physician in Odessa in 1888. At the end
of the nineteenth century, Odessa was the third-

Boris Pasternak, Osip Mandelstam, and Ilya
Ehrenburg shows each of them trying to come
to terms with his Jewish origins in his own way.7

largest city in the Russian empire and had become one of the great metropolitan centers of
Russian Jewry. A port with a large and diverse

If Grossman completed his studies at the
gymnasium in 1906, he was probably in Odessa

non-Russian population, the city supported both
a Jewish ghetto and a community of prosperous,

Odessa pogroms are among the most horrendous
on record, and even if Grossman and his family
remained unscathed, the seventeen-year-old boy

ambitious, assimilating Jews who wished to be-

in 1905-a year of anti-Jewish pogroms. The

come fully enfranchised participants in the Rus-

must have felt the shock waves that shook the

sian empire's European-oriented elite culture
(Herlihy; Zipperstein). Odessa's Jewish population gave Russian literature the likes of Isaac
Babel, Eduard Bagritsky, Lev Slavin, and Ilya
Ilf. Boris Pasternak's father, Leonid-important
in his own right as a painter and illustratoralso came from a family of Odessa Jews. It was
from the same milieu that many of the great
Russian Jewish pianists and violinists emerged

Jewish community throughout the city, through-

around the turn of the century.

That Grossman graduated from the city's
prestigious Richelieu Gymnasium in 1906, that
he subsequently studied law at the Faculte de
Droit in Paris and at Novorossiskii University
(while he also cultivated his literary interests),

out Russia, and, indeed, throughout the world.

This conclusion is, of course, speculation. It
seems more than likely, however, that events
underlining the precariousness of being a Jew in
Russia were part of the important experiences of
his adolescence.

Tangible evidence that Grossman was not
indifferent to the problem of being a Jew in
Russia comes from 1924, when he was an established scholar. In that year, he published a short
book entitled The Confession of a Jew (IHcnoBeAb

oaHoro eBpea), in which he traces the fate of a
little-known Jewish intellectual, Avraam Kovner, who had engaged Dostoevsky in a lively
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correspondence on the "Jewish question." To

German invasion to enlist world Jewish support

Kovner's biography Grossman appended a

for the Soviet war effort. During the war, the
appeals of the committee and its revelations of

shorter work, "Dostoevsky and Judaism" (",oCToeBKHHi iH ioaan3M"), which takes a hard
look at the novelist's anti-Semitism, something
that Dostoevsky criticism had previously passed
over in silence (Goldstein xxv). It seems plausible
that in the title The Confession of a Jew Grossman refers to himself to the degree that Dosto-

evsky and Kovner represented two sides of his
personality: his respect and love for Russian
culture, and especially for Dostoevsky, whom
Grossman knew to be a convinced anti-Semite,
and his connections to the world represented by
Kovner.8

A version of the same concern wells up again
some ten years later, in 1934, in "Dostoevsky
and Government Circles of the Seventies" (",Ao-

cToeBcKIHi H npaBHTejbCTBeHHbie KpyrH 70-x
ro,aoB"), one of the last major pieces on Dostoevsky that Grossman wrote during the 1930s.
The article persuasively argues that during the
last decade of his life, Dostoevsky drew close to
the reactionary elements of the court and shared
the anti-Semitic beliefs current in circles close to

the tsar.9

atrocities in Nazi-occupied territories retaken by
the Red Army were successful in gaining Jewish
financial support, particularly from America and
Great Britain.

In 1943 Mikhoels, together with the poet Itzik

Fefer, traveled to the United States, Canada,
Great Britain, and Mexico on a fund-raising
tour. (The Encyclopedia Judaica notes that "the
visit was regarded as the first step in renewing
the contact between Soviet Jews and world Jewry
that had been severed since October 1917" [Slut-

sky 63].) After the war, Mikhoels became an
unofficial spokesman for Jewish causes within
the Soviet Union. His mysterious death in Minsk

in 1948-a brutal killing later shown to be the
work of the secret police-proved to be the
prelude to the large-scale anti-Semitic campaign
that was an integral part of Stalin's postwar drive

against Western influences in the Soviet Union
(the "anticosmopolitan" campaign).10
Grossman's apparent association with this
prominent Jewish activist is suggestive. The al-

most simultaneous appearances of Mikhoels's
production of The Spaniards and Grossman's
(JIHTepaTypHaa ra3eTa) shows that Grossmaninterpretation of the play could well have been
delivered the section on The Spaniards and thea coincidence; the conjunction could also signal
Velizh affair as a paper at the Institute of Worlda two-pronged attack on silences enforced by
An announcement in the Literary Gazette

Literature sometime before the end of April 1941
censorship.

("B IIHCTHTyTe"). At the same time, Solomon After the Soviet-German rapprochement in
Mikhoels staged The Spaniards at the MoscowMay 1939 and before the invasion of June 1941,
State Yiddish Theater. Grossman, in fact, re-no open criticism of Nazi Germany was permitviewed Mikhoels's production for the newspaper ted in the Soviet Union. Particularly untouchSoviet Art (CoBeTCKoe HcKyccTBo) in May 1941
able was the topic of Hitler's persecution of the
("JIepMOHTOB B EBpeHCKOM TeaTpe"). More-Jews in Germany and in German-controlled
The Jews of the Soviet Union were cut
over, costume sketches and a photograph of areas.
a
model set for the production illustrate Gross-off by their government from information about
man's discussion of the play in Literary Heritage the calculated destruction of their people and
(729, 731).
were not allowed any public expression of anger
Soviet sources describe Mikhoels only as a
or concern about what was being done by a
distinguished actor and the artistic director of
Soviet ally. This condition must have been all
the Moscow State Yiddish Theater from 1928

the more frustrating because before August 1939

until his death, in 1948. However, from August
Nazi Germany's persecution of the Jews was
1941 he also served as chairman of the Soviet
regularly deployed as propaganda in the Soviet
Jewish Antifascist Committee, a group of promipress. Even worse, Jews from border areas
nent Jewish public figures and intellectuals recently
orincorporated into the Soviet Union as
ganized by the Soviet government after the
a result of the Soviet-German pact brought with
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them fresh, firsthand knowledge of what was

going on in eastern Europe, yet they could
not bear public witness (Gilboa 12-14; Levin
342-45).
As 1941 approached, Grossman and Mikhoels
must have seen an opportunity to speak for
Soviet Jewry against this silence-though they
knew they could speak only indirectly. The year

was the hundredth anniversary of Lermontov's
death, an occasion that would be observed
throughout the Soviet Union. During such jubilee years, the works of the feted authors were
treated with reverential awe and could be publicly presented as part of the official celebration.
Mikhoels must have seized on this chance to

The producer of Lermontov's early tragedy is faced
with a particular difficulty-how to give the play a

proper ending. As is known, the last page of the
manuscript of The Spaniards has been lost, and the
text breaks off with Naomi's death scene. A closing
chord is absent. The play can be concluded with a

depiction of the procession that leads the condemned Fernando to his death (as did the Voronezh

theater in 1939). The State Yiddish Theater chose
a different course-less effective perhaps but revealing more profoundly the idea of the drama. Carry-

ing Naomi's body and accompanied by the aged
Sarah, Moisei exits into an unknown distance-the
eternal wanderer, bent under an immeasurable burden of grief, alone and rejected, but preserving the

moral strength and vital wisdom of his ancient
people. This mute scene brings the play to a remark-

produce The Spaniards. That he had the destruc-

able conclusion.

tion of European Jewry on his mind is evident

from his discussion of the production published
Ilepea nocTaHOBsIHKOM LoHomuecKoii TpareAHH
in May by Theater Week (TeaTpajmHaa Heaenm).

JnepMOHTOBa B03HIHKaeT oco6eHHai TpyAHOCTb-

While carefully avoiding any specific reference
aaTb npaBHJnHoe 3aBepumeHe cneKTaKJiA. KaK
to Nazi Germany, to anti-Semitism per se, H3BecTHO,
or
nocJIeaHIS cTpaHHl a pyKonIHCH

even to the war, he notes that "in our time, when
<H4cnaHLeB> yTpaieHa H TeKCT o6pblBaeTCs Ha

in the capitalist world there is the assertion
cueHe CMepTH HO3MH. 3aKJmo'HTejnMHbIi aKKOpa
OTCyTCTByeT. MOKHO 3aKJmOIHTb cneKTaKJib
of a biological chasm between nations . . . the
H3o6paxKeHHeM no30pHOH nponeccHH seayLieH
resonances of The Spaniards seemed extremely

ocyxcgeHHoro 4epHaHAo Ha Ka3Hb (TaK nocTyRnIH
relevant to us" 'B HarmIH mHH, Koraa B KanHTaBopoHeXCKHEi TeaTp B nocTaHOBKe 1939 r.) roceT
JIHCTHIeCKOM MHpe cyuecTsyeT yTBep,aeHHe

nosmeii pyrHM nyTeM-MeHee 3e44eKTHBHbIM, HO
GoJIoruecKoii nponacTH MeKacy HapoaaMH

6ojiee rny6oKo pacKpbIBaioiUHM Hiaeio apaMbi.
. .. HaM nIOKa3aJocb ipe3BbmiamHo coBpeMeHMoHceii c TenoM Ho3MH B COnpOBoacaeHHH crapor
HbIM 3BsIaHHe TpareanI <<4cnaHmbI)' (12). Cappbi yxoaHT B HeBeAOMbie npocTpaHCTBaGrossman, for his part, had already provided
BeHIHbIR cKHTaJIen, corHyBmHcsA noa 6peMeHeM
an interpretation of the play that directed his
6e3MepHOR CKOp6H, OAHHOKHH H OTBep)KeHHbIH,
audience to look beyond the text to its historical
o6pe'eHHbmI Ha H3rHaHHe, HO COXpaHHBmUIHIC
circumstances. (Recall that his discussion of the
MOpaJIbHyH) CHEJI H IKH3HeHHYIO MyapOCTb cBoero
,qpeBHero Hapo,a. 3Ta HeMas cieHa 3aMeqaTeJbHo
play was first presented publicly in April.) By
3asepimaeT necy.
suggesting that the play embodied a historical
analogy that Lermontov chose not to speak of
directly, Grossman threw open the door to furThe play's producers give one silence (the lost
ther analogical interpretation. If the play page)
con- voice as another silence (the "mute scene")
tained one historical analogy, might it not
be speaks to the audience profoundly.
that
appropriate to look for others, closer to the time
In reporting the Velizh affair, Grossman foand place of the current production? Might it cuses
not not simply on the persecution of Jews by
the tsarist authorities but also on the steadfast
be possible to look to twentieth-century Europe
and the depredations of a fascist state then allied
courage of the victims, who for twelve years
with the Soviet Union?
refused to be silenced and refused to admit any
Grossman drove his point home in his reviewguilt in the face of extraordinary pressures, a
of 11 May, reminding his readers that Lermoncommunity that spoke out until it was finally
tov's play demanded that its interpreters fill in aexonerated. Grossman and Mikhoels tried to
gaping silence:
speak out as best they could. They should not be
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censured for not protesting as directly as their
predecessors. To speak out in Stalin's Russia on

Though the Jews in eastern Poland initially
greeted Soviet rule with relief, they soon found

so sensitive an issue could be tantamount to

their situation deteriorating. As part of an insuicide, and Grossman and Mikhoels knew tense
that campaign of Sovietization, the new
authorities closed synagogues and eliminated
after the purges of 1937 there were few, if any,
Mordvinovs left alive to defend them. Thus when
independent Jewish educational institutions,
in the spring of 1941 they chose to speak against publishing houses, and cultural organizations.
the silence, they used the ambiguity of their own Refugees from the west, at first treated benignly
by their new rulers, were later ignored and
silences to get their message across.
At this point, the gap between the registration harassed and finally deported. The NKVD deci-

and the publication of the volume including
Grossman's article becomes important. When
the volume came back for revisions, Grossman
must have understood that the political climate

mated Jewish political organizations, arresting,
deporting, and sometimes executing Bundists
and Zionists.12 Soviet Jewish writers who trav-

had changed since he wrote the article. If public

newly aware of the region's rich Jewish religious
and cultural life only to find their government

eled to the freshly "liberated" areas became

criticism of Nazi Germany was impossible in
May, it was the order of the day by the end of dismantling it (Levin 342-45). It seems possible
June, and it appears that Grossman took this that Grossman knew what was going on, perhaps
opportunity to uncover one of the layers of his
allegory.

In what sounds like an interpolation in the
penultimate paragraph of the section on The
Spaniards, Grossman praises Lermontov's play
as a work capable of "mobilizing" its audience
"to do battle" 'MoGHJM3pymiomee Ha 6opb6y'
against the "modern cannibals" 'cospeMeHHbIx

through his ties to Mikhoels's theater, and found
in the Velizh affair a likeness to the events of his

own time and place.
Beyond this portion of Jewish suffering, the

Soviet populace as a whole endured successive
waves of terror and paranoia that washed over
the country throughout the late 1930s. Especially
hard hit were the remnants of the old cultural

KaHHm6aJIoB' of fascism (735). The phrase "mod-

elite-a group to which Grossman also owed

ern cannibals" unmistakably recalls a charac-

allegiance. Indeed, Grossman's account of the

terization of anti-Semitism attributed to Stalin

Velizh events, with its staged trials, forced con-

in a speech made in 1936 by the Soviet foreign
fessions, and investigative apparatus run amok,
minister, V. M. Molotov.1l By tacitly quoting
sounds like nothing so much as the Russia of the
Stalin and Molotov, Grossman covered his popurge period. The ostensible focus of his piece,
sition with the aura of unimpeachable authority.The Spaniards, points in the same direction.

But his bow to authority can also be read as a Grossman knew that the Spanish Inquisition
subtle reminder of the hypocrisy of that power.was for Dostoevsky more than a symbol of a
narrow-minded and militant Catholicism. The
It was Molotov, after all, who signed the pact
that gave Nazi Germany the opportunity to
fanatic Grand Inquisitor embodied the dark side
begin its conquest of Poland in September 1939, of revolutionary socialism, the face that fully

and it was Stalin who saw that the Soviet Union

revealed itself in the Soviet Union under Stalin.

remained a steadfast ally of Hitler's until theTrue, Grossman was not writing about Dostoevsky in "Lermontov and the Cultures of the
If Grossman's allegory points outward toEast," but the novelist could not have been far
Hitler's Germany, it could also point inward tofrom his mind, for Dostoevsky was in a way also

June invasion finally shattered Soviet illusions.

the Soviet Union. After Germany and the Soviet a victim of the purges.

Union partitioned Poland in September 1939, While the conservative, nationalistic Dostothe large Jewish population of eastern Polandevsky underwent a scholarly renaissance during
came under Soviet control. Jewish refugees flee- the 1920s, in the 1930s he became the focus of
ing the atrocities in German-occupied Poland an acrimonious ideological debate. By the secpoured into the eastern part of the country. ond half of the decade, he was under attack by
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orthodox critics, and it became increasingly diffi-

cult to write about him honestly. Grossman,

sponsibility. As readers, we have no decent

choice but to shoulder our own.

though never much of an apologist for the
reactionary side of Dostoevsky's politics, had
almost nothing on the novelist published from
1935 until Dostoevsky's rehabilitation in 1956.13
The appearance of a grand inquisitor in the 1941
article on Lermontov suggests the shadowy pres-

Notes

ence of the banished Dostoevsky and thus, per-

1All translations are my own.

haps, hints at another aspect of the silence

2The onset of the war delayed the publication of the

against which Grossman struggled.14

Closing this case, I find myself compelled to
say along with Grossman that "what is important here is not individual correspondences or
particular coincidences . . . but the pervasive
atmosphere of torment and grief, of organized
injustice and the doom of an entire nation, that

played itself out in the Russian reality of that
time."

volume. In two reviews from 1948 and 1949, the volume is

described as having appeared in 1943 (Ivanov, "Ere pa3"
187, "JIepMoHTOB" 203).

3Although Edward Said pays scant attention to imperial
Russia in Orientalism, the nation-with its vast possessions
in Asia-developed one of the most important and productive traditions of orientalism in Europe. For a good introduction, see Frye, who argues that the establishment of this
discipline in Russia from the eighteenth century on was an
important stage in the process by which Russians came to
view their country as a part of Europe and different from
Asia.

4The best account in English of the Velizh affair can be
In trying to read into the silences that I suspect
found in Dubnow. Grossman's Russian-language sources
lurk in Grossman's article, in trying to give some
included Gessen (ApxHB and IIcTOpHH).

definite voice to them, I have spun out a chain
5Published biographical information on Grossman is exof analogies, a series of more or less probable tremely sketchy. The sources I have found the most helpful
readings whose possibility rests on the capacity are Kasack and the entries under "FpoccMaH, JIeoHHa
of language to do more than strictly denote. IleTpoBHs" in nIcaTejiH coBpeMeHHOi 3IIOXH, JIHITepaTypHas
Clearly, the ability of language to slip its moorings in this way is essential to anything written

to subvert censorship. To recognize the vital
importance of this linguistic property in this
situation is not, however, to deny language all
meaning and thereby render it subject to an

3HIUHKJnoneaH5i, and KpaTKaa JmTepaTypHas 3HUHKJIoneHWs.

6Some statistics on the sense of national identity and on
the process of assimilation of the Soviet Jewish population
as a whole are available in Pinkus (135-37) and in Nove and
Newth.

70n the Pasternaks see Gibian; on Babel see Sicher; on
Ehrenburg see Goldberg. On Mandelstam see Cavanagh;

Freidin; and Isenberg. For a broadly focused study of Jewish
identity and literature in Russia, see Nakhimovsky.
If not identifiable in language itself, the prom- 81n a striking passage in the foreword of The Confession
of a Jew, Grossman writes of Kovner:
ise of coherent meaning can be located in the

endless series of corrosive "deconstructions."

relationship between speaker and listener, writer
and reader. This comment is not a demonstrable

statement of linguistic or psychological fact but

a formulation of moral responsibility. The responsibility becomes all the greater when this
relationship is complicated by the kind of stringent censorship that existed in the Soviet Union
when Grossman wrote his article. Under a re-

He came to know many things during his long life: the
oppression and gloom of impoverished Lithuanian ghettos

under Nicholas I, study of the Talmud in tumbledown
synagogues, the miserable and mind-numbing atmosphere
of the "Yeshiva seminaries"-that whole fantastic and

agonizing round that swallowed his early years up entirely.

The shadows of a joyless childhood are followed by the
first glimmerings of his adolescent consciousness. A new,
delightful time begins for him, a time for secretly reading

gime that commands silence on some issues and
forbidden books and becoming acquainted with the strivdemands public professions of orthodoxy on ings of human thought beyond the boundaries of the closed
circle
others, careful attention to real meaning in

of a talmudic education. This opens onto the exciting

epoch of his acquaintance with Russian literature and of
words hedged and shrouded by silence becomes
his passionate engagement with the tempestuous period of
a vital aspect of communication and, ultimately, cultural reevaluation [that took place in Russian society
of communion. Leonid Grossman knew his reduring the 1860s]. This passion for the contemporary
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currents of Russian thought at last leads the young
Talmudist to participating in the propagation of new
ideas, to passionate literary activity, and to the great

chauvinism, is the most dangerous survival of cannibalism"
'Hai4HoHaJb,Hbii H pacoBbsi IIIOBHHH3M ecTb nepemKHTOK
neJIOBeKOHeHaBHCTHHIeCKHX HpaBOB, CBOHCTBeHHbIX nepH-

dream of becoming the leader and transfigurer of his own

oAy KaHHH6aJIH3Ma. AHTHceMHTH3M, KaK KpaiHHsa 4opMa

people.

pacosoro moBIHHH3Ma, aBJIseTcA HaH6ojiee onacHbIM nepe4KHTKOM KaHHH6aJII3Ma' (3). Molotov's speech, published

3a ,aojryio )KH3Hb OH y3HaJI MHoroe: rHeT I MpaqHOCTb

in Pravda (HpaBaa) on 30 November 1936, indicates that

HHLeHCTBYIOmiHX KBapTaJIOB JIHTBbI B 3noxy HHKOjiaa I,

Stalin made the statement to the Jewish Telegraph Agency
on 12 January 1931. McNeal, however, marks the appearance in Pravda as the earliest known publication (139).
On Stalin's and Molotov's statements on anti-Semitism,

H3y"eHHe Tajimyaa B BeTXHX MoJneJIbHax, )KaJIKyIO H

oaypAiomyio cpeay <emIH6oTHbIx 6ypc?--Becb 3TOT
4)aHTaCTHCecKHH H My'HTeJIbHbIH yKnaJia, norTJITHBmiHH

ueJIHKOM ero paHHHe roabI.

see also Schwarz 292-96.

rlojoca 6e3oTpaaHoro jaeTcTBa CMeHAeTcs niepBbIMH

12On the condition of the Jewish population in areas newly
annexed to the Soviet Union in 1939, see Gilboa 17-19, Levin
335-59, and Schwarz 222-24.

npo6jiecKaMH oTpoqecKoro CO3HaHEIH. HacTynaeT
cJinaocTHaa nopa TafiHbIX npHo6ImeHIH K 3anpeTHbIM
<<6epJIHHCKHM>) KHHraM H acaaHoro 3HaKOMCTBa c
HCKaHHAMH MejiBeqecKOH MbICJI 3a npeaejiOM 3aMKHy-

13From 1936 to 1955, there appeared only two items by
Grossman devoted wholly to Dostoevsky: the preface to
Grossman's edition of a Dostoevsky notebook (1936) and a

Toro Kpyra TaJIMyaHecKOii o6pa30BaHHocTH. OTKpbIBaeTca 3aTeM Bo36yaceHHaa 3noxa ero 3HaKOMCTBa c

piece written for a Moscow newspaper to commemorate the
pyccKOi JmITepaTypoi IH nIaMeHHoro yBjieeHHOa 6ypsixtieth anniversary of the novelist's death (1941). (See Belkin
HbIM nepHaoOM KyJbTypHbIX nepeoneHOK. 3TO ropeHHe
et al.)

COBpeMeHHbIMH TeqeHHI4MH pyCCKOi MbICJH nHpHBOAIT,

'4During the height of the "anticosmopolitan" campaign

HaKoHeu, IOHorO TaJIMyAICTa K yMaCTHIO B nponaraHae
of 1948-49, "Lermontov and the Cultures of the East" was
HOBbIX H eHi, K )KapKOii JmTepaTypHOi pa6OTe, K BbIco-

KOi MeITe CTaTb BO)KCeeM H npeo6pa3HTesieM cBoero
HapoAa.
(5)

attacked in the journal October (OKTs6pb) by one Sergei
Ivanov, who seems to have made something of a career in

those years enforcing the party line in Lermontov studies (he

had previously attacked Boris Eikhenbaum's work on Lercharacterizes
Grossm
montov). In addition to including Grossman among certain
example
of
the
enforced
adapta
"cosmopolitan 'scholars"' 'KocMonorHTcTsyByIoUHx ?<yeideological
requirements
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